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NEW QUESTION: 1
A supplier informs the project team that they can proceed with
an option to add a functionality to a product The functionality

was listed as an optional requirement delivery in the project
charter, with no impact on cost or schedule What should the
project manager do?
A. Update the risk register.
B. Modify the procurement plan.
C. Revise the project requirements
D. Assign a motivation bonus to the supplier.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Organizations are motivated to leverage business architecture
to improve business requirements analysis
by the ability to:
A. Structure agile user stories within a Scaled Agile Framework
B. Ensure that business requirements are well articulated in
terms of structure, grammar and notation
C. Frame use cases within a larger development environment
context
D. Trace requirements to business strategy through value and
capability perspectives
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are developing an application that contains a class named
TheaterCustomer and a method named ProcessTheaterCustomer. The
ProcessTheaterCustomer() method accepts a TheaterCustomer
object as the input parameter.
You have the following requirements:
-Store the TheaterCustomer objects in a collection.
Ensure that the ProcessTheaterCustomer() method processes the
TheaterCustomer objects in the order in which they are placed
into the collection.
You need to meet the requirements.
What should you do?
A. Create a System.Collections.Stack collection. Use the Push()
method to add TheaterCustomer objects to the collection, Use
the Peek() method to pass the objects to the
ProcessTheaterCustomer() method.
B. Create a System.Collections.SortedList collection. Use the
Add() method to add TheaterCustomer objects to the collection.
Use the Remove() method to pass the objects to the
ProcessTheaterCustomer() method.
C. Create a System.Collections.Queue collection. Use the
Enqueue() method to add TheaterCustomer objects to the
collection. Use the Dequeue() method to pass the objects to the
ProcessTheaterCustomer() method.
D. Create a System.Collections.ArrayList collection. Use the
Insert() method to add TheaterCustomer objects to the

collection. Use the Remove() method to pass the objects to the
ProcessTheaterCustomer() method.
Answer: C
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